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A B S T R A C T   

The 2016 Mw 6.1 Parina earthquake ruptured a shallow-crustal normal fault within the high Andes of south Peru. We use high-resolution DEMs and field mapping of 
the surface ruptures generated by the earthquake, in combination with co-seismic and post-seismic InSAR measurements, to investigate how different features of 
the geomorphology at Parina are generated by the earthquake cycle on the Parina Fault. We systematically mapped 12 km of NW-SE trending surface ruptures with 
up to ~27 cm vertical displacement and ~25 cm tensional opening along strike, separated by a gap with no observable surface ruptures. Co- and post-seismic InSAR 
measurements require slip below this gap in surface ruptures, implying that surface offsets observed in paleoseismic trenches may not necessarily be representative 
of slip at seismogenic depths, and will typically yield an underestimate of paleo-earthquake magnitudes. The surface ruptures developed along 10–20 m high cu-
mulative scarps cutting through late Quaternary fluvio-glacial deposits and bedrock. The 2016 Parina earthquake did not rupture the full length of the late Qua-
ternary scarps, implying that the Parina Fault does not slip in characteristic, repeat earthquakes. At Parina, and across most of the Peruvian Altiplano, normal faults 
are most-easily identified from recent scarps cutting late Quaternary moraine crests. In regions where there are no recently-deposited moraines, faults are difficult 
to identify and lack time constraints to quantify rates of fault slip. For this reason, current fault maps may underestimate the seismic hazard in the Altiplano.   

1. Introduction 

On the December 1, 2016 a rare, shallow Mw 6.1 earthquake was 
recorded in the Altiplano of southern Peru near the village of Parina 
(Fig. 1). The epicenter was located ~50 km west of Lampa village in a 
remote region of the plateau, though three fatalities and damage to local 
infrastructure were recorded (Llontop and Marrou, 2016). 
Body-waveform seismology and radar geodetic measurements have 
revealed that the earthquake ruptured a ~15 km-long, NW-SE striking 
normal fault, which trends sub-parallel to a well-documented sys-
tem of normal faults cutting across the Altiplano known as the 
Cusco-Lagunillas Fault System (CLFS) (Fig. 1a; Wimpenny et al., 2018; 
Xu et al., 2019; Sébrier et al., 1985a,b; Benavente et al., 2013). Although 
an active fault map for the Peruvian Andes has been released by 
INGEMMET (Macharé et al., 2009; Benavente et al., 2013; 2017; 
INGEMMET, 2017), the Parina earthquake ruptured a 
previously-unmapped structure. This event provides a unique 

opportunity to assess how key features of an earthquake, such as 
the fault location and the slip distribution, are related to the geo-
morphology and surface ruptures in the epicentral region, and to 
examine how earthquakes are preserved in the Altiplano 
landscape. 

Whether fault-related geomorphology, such as fault scarps, 
accurately reflect the distribution of slip in past earthquakes is a 
particularly pertinent question for seismic hazard assessment in 
slowly-deforming regions like the Peruvian Altiplano. Seismicity in 
southern Peru is infrequent enough that the modern instrumental 
catalogue is a poor representation of the spatial distribution of 
active faults and the possible maximum magnitude of earthquakes 
on these faults, therefore paleoseismological methods must be used 
to compliment the modern and historical catalogues (e.g. Schwartz, 
1988). However, there are a number of limitations to using paleo-
seismological methods to infer past earthquake slip distributions 
and magnitudes (e.g. Ainscoe et al., 2018). For example, the fault 
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